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1 A pendulum swings backwards and forwards passing through y, the middle point of the
oscillation.

"----l----7v

The first time the pendulum passes through Y, a stopwatch is started. The twenty-first time the
pendulum passes through Y, the stopwatch is stopped. The reading is f.

What is the period of the pendulum?

A Tt40 B Tt21 C Tl20 D Tl10

2 Which graph shows the motion of a heavy, steel ball falling from a height of 2 m?

AB

speed speed

00
time

time

distance
fallen

time

time

0 0

Dc
distance
fallen

00
0 0
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3 'The unit of force is the . . .... 1 ... .. . .

Acceleration is a change of ......3......
An object subjected to......2...... forces will accelerate.

Which words correctly complete gaps 1, 2 and 3?

1 2 J

A

B

c
D

kilogram

kilogram

newton

newton

balanced

unbalanced

unbalanced

balanced

direction

velocity

velocity

direction

4 Trolley X and trolley Y are joined by a stretched spring. Trolley X has twice the mass of holley Y.

XY

+
When the trolleys are released, the initial acceleration of X is 2mls2 to the right.

What is the initial acceleration of trolley Y to the left?

A 'l m/s2 B 2mls2 C 3m/s2 D 4mls2

5 What is the name of the prop€rty of a body that resists a change in its state of rest or motion?

A acceleration

B density

C mass

D velocity
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6 A beam 40cm long is pivoted at one end.

The weight of the beam is 4 N and acts at a point 20cm from the pivot. A 2 N weight hangs 10cm
from the pivot.

U
40 cm

'l0cm 10 cm

2N 4N

An upward force U is needed to keep the b€am horizontal.

What is the value of this force?

A 0.5N B 1.5N C 2.5N D 6N

7 A body moving with a speed of 30m/s has a kinetic energy of 1800J.

What is its mass?

A Zkg B 4kg C 60ks D 120k9

8 The energy absorbed by a solar panel is used to charge a battery. During the day, the battery
stores 1.6J of energy each second. At night, the battery is used to light a 1.2W lamp for 18000 s.

What is the minimum time for which the battery must be charged during the day?

A 9375s B 13500s C 24000s D 34560s

9 The rate of energy transfer by heat radiation is affected by the colour and texture of a surface.

Which surface is the best absorber and b6st emitter of heat radiation?

best absorber best emitter

A

B

c

D

dull black

shiny black

dull white

shiny white

dull black

dull black

shiny white

shiny white
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10 some ice cubes are taken from a deep-freeze and placed in a metal container. The container isheated at a constant rate and readings or ierp"i"trre and time are taken. The resurts arerecorded on a graph.

Which temperature corresponds to 0.C?

temperature A
B

c
D

0 time

11 What is meant by the term wavefron?

A the distance between successive peaks ofa wave

B the distance between the trough and the peak ofa wave

C a line joining points along the peak of a wave

D a line joining the trough and the peak of a wave

12 Which distance is equal to the focal length of a lens?

A the distance between a distant object and its image

B the distance between the image of a close object and the centre of the lens

C the distance between the image ofa distant object and the centre ofthe lens

D the distance between two principal foci

13 When sections of a large metal pipe have been welded together they are checked to discover
whetherthere are any cracks in the joints.

Which part of the electromagnetic spectrum is used for this purpose?

A infra*ed

B radiowaves

C ultra-violet

D X-rays
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14 A stud€nt stands in front of a large wall and claps together two wooden blocks'.on hearing the
' ' 

""no, 
tn" .trO*t ct"pr tnJ Uto;d;g;i; and continuei doing so for each successive echo so that

G .i"p. and echoei coincide. lt is f6und that 20 claps are completed in a time of 10 s.

The speed of sound is 320 m/s.

How far is the student standing from the wall?

A 80m B 't60m C 320m D 640m

'15 An electric circuit contains a resistor in series with a battery.

I

x

What are the directions of the conventional current flow and electron flow through the resistor?

conventional current electron flow

A

B

c
D

Xto Y

Xto Y

YtoX

YtoX

XtoY

YtoX

XtoY

Yto X

16 A wire has a resistance of 8Q. A second wire, made of the same material, has half the length and
twice the cross-sectional area.

What is the resistance of the second wire?

AloB2rlc8c,D160
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17 The circuit diagram shows a 'l O resistor connected in series with a parallel arrangement of a
2e resistor and a 5c) resistor. The current readings through the parallel arrangement are shown.

I

What is the reading on the voltmeter?

A 10V B 12V c 15V D 17V

'18 An electric heater takes a current of 4A from a 250V supply when operating normally.

How long would it take the heater to convert 400 000J of electrical energy?

A 400s B 1000s C 1600s D '100 000s

19 Which circuit shows the mrrect positions for the fuse and the switch in the lighting circuit of a
house?

key

L = live wire
N = neutral wire

51 1 6/01 /O/N/l 0
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20 A cunent in a solenoid creates a magnetic field.

What is the effect on the magnetic field at the point P of using a larger current in the opposite
direction?

field strength field direction

A

B

c
D

decreases

decreases

increases

increases

reverses

unchanged

reverses

unchanged
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Section A

Anwver all tho questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided on tho question paper.

1 Complete the following sentences.

(a) 75 V is equal to

(b) 1 km is equal to

kv.

{2t

2 Fig.2.1 shows how the pressure changes with tim€, at a person's ear, for two different sound
waves A and B. The sounds are produced by tlvo different sources.

mm

+
pressure

above
normal

pressure

0

+
pressure

above
normal

pressure

0
me time

wave A wave B

Fig.2.1

(a) State one way in which th€ sounds that are heard are different. Explain your answer.

(b) State one way in which the sounds that are heard are similar. Explain your answer.
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3 A car travels at 15m/s for 2 minutes. lt then accelerates unilormly to a speed of 30m/s in
0.5 minutes. lt travels at a uniform speed of 30m/s tor a turther I minutes before decelerating
non-uniformly to rest in 1 .5 minutes.

(a) On the grid of Fig. 3.1, plot a graph to show the variation with time ol the speed of the
car. t3I

40

speed
m7s

.,U

cq

20

15

10

45

35

5

0 10 11 12

time

13 14

minutes

Fig.3.1

(b) (i) Calculate tho acceleration of the car as it increased speed lrom 15m/s to 30m/s.

(ll) Calculate the distance moved by the car when it was lravelling at 30m/s.

distance = m [2]

0 23456789
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4 some toys are suspended by strings from some light rods as shown in Fig. 4.1. The diagram

is not to scale.

support string rod

A

x

1

B

string

30 cm

5r 16/02r'OlN/10

string

c
rod

rod

2N

I
NI

N I
0.5 N

1

Not to scale

Fig.4.1

The weight of each toy is shown on the diagram.

The rod AB is 30cm long and is balanced horizontally.

(a) State the tension in the string AC.

tension =

(b) Calculate the distance x ot the support string, trom the end A of the rod.

N [1]

x= .....,.................................... cm [3]
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5 Twoglassflaskscontainairatloomtemperature.Theyareheatedbyanelectricalheateras
shown in Fig. 5.1 .

glass tube glass tube

coloured liquid

bung

electrlc
heater

coloured liquid

bung

flask A
painted silver

flask B
painted dull black

Fig.5.1

Flask A is painted silver and llask B is painted dull black.

Each flask is sealed, at room temperature, by means of a column of coloured liquid in a
narrow tube (as shown in Fig. 5.1 ).

The flasks are then heated by an electrical heater that is the same distance from each flask.

(a) State the name of the process by which thermal energy is transferred from the hoater to
the flasks.

t1l

(b) State and explain any change that occurs in the motion o, the air molecules in each
flask.

(c) Suggest and explain what will happen to the columns of coloured liquid in each flask.

t2)
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6 An electric fence which is used to keep animals in one part of a field is shown in Fig.6.1.

sheep
wire

battery
and

high-voltage
control box insulated

pole

(d d,
M. {tx, $tr W

metal rod hammered
into the ground

Fig.6.1

One side of the high voltage control box is connected to a wire. The other side of the control
box is connected to a metal rod that is hammered inlo the qround.

The control box gives out short high-voltage pulses that each last for 0.1 s.

When an animal touches the wire, a current of 12 mA passes through its body into the ground.
This current is not enough to harm the animal but gives it an olectric shock.

(a) Calculate the charge that passes through an animal whsn it receives a current of 12 mA
for 0.1 seconds.

charge - c [3]

(b) The potential difference betweon the wire and the ground is 5000 V.

Calculate the energy contained in the high-voltage pulse.

ener$! =

5116/02/O/N/10
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TThemainsplug(foratoaster)aSshowninFig.T.lhasbeenwiredwronglyand
dangerouslY.

green and
yellow stripes

fuse

brown

blue

cord grip

Fig.7.1

(a) State in what way the mains plug has been wired wrongly.

Exarinels
Fot

Us€

t1l

(b) State why the wiring in Fig.7.1 causes a hazard even when the switch on the toaster is
switched off.

t1l

8 A car of mass 1200 kg is travelling al a speed ol 30 m/s. The brakes are applied to bring the
car to rest.

(a) Calculate the amount of energy that is transferred in the brakes as the car deceleratss
to rest.

energy transferred =

(b) State what b6comes of the energy that is transferr€d.

J [2]

t1l
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I ln satellite communications systems, microwaves are transmitted from Earth to a satellite asshown in Fig. 9.1. The satellit; tranomits the signals back to Earth.

satellite

microwave
transmitter receiver

Earth

Flg.9.1

The microwaves have a frequency of 6000MHz and a wavelength of 0.05m.

The satellite is 36000km above the Earth.

(a) Calculate the speed of the microwaves.

speed = m/s [2]

(b) Calculate the least time beh e€n the microwaves being transmitted and returning lo
Earth.

time =
51 1 6/02r'OlN/1 0@ uclEs & MoE 2010
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10 An instrument to measure atmospheric pressure is shown in Fig' 10'1 '

sealed tube
vacuum

area of
cross-section

mercury
column

mercury

Fig. 10.1

The length h of the column ol mercury above point X indicates the pressure of the atmosphere.

The mercury column has a cross-sectional area of 2.5cm2.The length h of the column of
mercury is 76cm. The density of mercury is 14glcm3. The gravitational field strength g is
10 N/kg.

(a) Calculate, for the mercury column in the tube,

(i) the mass,

h

x

(ii) the weight.

weight =

(b) Calculate the pressure at point X due to the column of mercury.

PreSSure =
5116/02/O/W10

N t1l

N/cm2 [2]
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11 A rigid wire is held between the poles of a magn€t, as shown in Fig. 1 1 .1 .

switch

direction of rce due
to current i wlr€

battery rigid
wire magnet

Fig. 11.1

When the current is switched on, lhere is a force on the wire in an upward direction as shown
in Fig. 1 1.1 .

(a) On Fig. 11.1,

(l) draw an arrow to show the direction ol the conventional current in the wire,

(li) label the north pole of the magnet with the letter N.

t1I

(b) State two changes that can be made separately to cause a downward force on the
wire.

-r
I

I

1

2 12)

Exanina/s
Us€
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Section B

Answer anY two questions'

Write your answers on the lined paper provided and, if necessary, continue on

separate answer paper.

Parts ol questions 13 and 14 are to be answered on the question paper.

12 (a) A fuel gauge in a car is shown in Fig. 12.1.

5116/0ZOIN/10

Oct/Nov 2OlO Poper 2 0U

pivot X
rod

lloat

fuelammeter
used as a
fuel gauge t--- fuel

tank

Fig. 12.1

The float remains on the surlace ot the fuel. The rod attached to the float rotates about
the pivot X as th6 tloat moves up or down. The fuel gauge is an ammeter.

Explain why the reading on the fuel gauge decreases when the fuel level drops. t4I

(b) A device switches on a fan when the temperature changes. Part o, the control circuit for
the device is shown in Fig. 12.2.

s000 c)
12V --r

battery _L
sensor Y

Fig.12.2

The resistance of sensor Y changes with change in temperature. Sensor Y, the 5000 O
resistor and the l2 V battery are connected in series.

(l) At a particular temp€rature, the resistance of the sensor is 1000 Q. Calculate the
potential diflerence (p.d.) across the sensor, Y. t3l

(il) When the temperature increases, the resistance of sensor, Y, decreases.

Suggest and explain how the curreht in the circuit and p.d. across the SOOO Q
resistor changes tgl

I
I
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13 An object is placed 6.0 cm in front of a thin converging lens as shown in Fig. 10.1. The image
formed is real, inverted, the same size as the object and 6.0 cm from the lens.

object

thin converging lens

Flg. 13.1

(a) On Fig, 13.1, draw a ray diagram to determine th€ local length o, the lens. t31

(b) Describe how the image changes as the object is moved slowly towards the lens until it
is apploximately 1 cm from the lens. tsl

(c) The speed of light in different materials is shown in Fig. 13.2.

material arr water glass

speed of light (m/s) 3.0 x 108 2.3 x 108 2.0 x 108

Fig. 13.2

Fig. 13.3 shows what happens to light as it passes from air into glass and from water
into air due to the change in speed.

alr water

glass arr

Fig. 13.3

Suggest and explain what happens to light as it passes from water into glass.
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14 A ship is being pulled by two tugs as shown in Fig. 14.1.

6000 N
tug

6000 N

Flg. 14.1

The mass of the ship is 2 x 108kg. The angle between the forces exerted by the two tugs
is 40'. Each tug pulls with a horizontal force ol 6000N, in the directions as shown in the
diagram.

(a) On Flg. 14.1, draw a scale diagram to determine the resultant force that the tugs exert
on the ship. 14)

(b) The ship travels at a constant speed of 4mls. When the force due to the tugs is removed,
the ship slows down and comes to rest.

Explain why, inilially, the ship travels at a constant speed and then why it comes to rest.

t31

(c) The distance a ship travels before it comes lo resl depends on the mass of the cargo in
the ship. Suggest and explain how the stopping distance depends on the mass. t31
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